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APPLICATION DES CONNAISSANCES À LA PRATIQUE
MEDICAL MYTHOLOGY

Physical exam myths: listening for carotid artery
bruits in stroke patients
Joe Nemeth, MD

ABSTRACT
When a patient presents to the emergency department with a neurologic deficit and a cerebrovascular event is included in the differential diagnosis, the classic recommendation is to examine the carotid artery and assess for the presence of a bruit. The diagnostic yield and utility of this
practice has seldom been called into question. This critical appraisal will review the practice of listening for a carotid artery bruit (CAB) in suspected stroke patients and analyze its clinical utility,
including the sensitivity and specificity of a CAB for detecting a significant lesion and the potential impact a CAB may have on the investigation and disposition of such patients.
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RÉSUMÉ
Lorsqu’un patient se présente à l’urgence avec un déficit neurologique et que le diagnostic différentiel inclut un événement vasculaire cérébral, on recommande habituellement d’examiner
l’artère carotide pour voir s’il y a présence d’un bruit. On a rarement remis en question le rendement et l’utilité diagnostiques de cette pratique. Cette évaluation critique examine la pratique qui
consiste à rechercher un bruit de l’artère carotide (BAC) chez les patients que l’on croit atteints
d’un AVC et en analyse l’utilité clinique, y compris la sensibilité et la spécificité d’un BAC pour détecter une lésion importante et son effet sur l’investigation et le traitement de ces patients.

Clinical vignette and question
A 50-year-old man presents to the emergency department
(ED) with a 5-hour history of right sided hemiparesis and
aphasia. Is it necessary to listen for a carotid artery bruit
(CAB) in such a patient? If a CAB is found, will its presence alter the patient’s work-up and disposition?

Introduction
When a patient presents to the emergency department with

a neurologic deficit and a cerebrovascular event (CVE) is
included in the differential diagnosis, the classic recommendation is to examine the carotid artery and assess for
the presence of a bruit. It is advised that the area overlying
the artery should be palpated gently for the presence and
the intensity of the impulse. As well, it should be auscultated to allow detection of a bruit.1 The diagnostic yield
and utility of this practice has seldom been called into
question.
The inherent assumptions of this approach are that a
bruit is indicative of the likely source of the embolus that
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caused the CVE and that a bruit suggests the presence of
significant stenosis. The extension of these assumptions is
that the detection of a bruit would alter the investigative
strategy, the subsequent patient management, or both.
This critical appraisal will review the practice of listening for a CAB in suspected stroke patients and analyze its
clinical utility, including the sensitivity and specificity of a
CAB for detecting a significant lesion and the potential impact a CAB may have on the investigation and disposition
of such patients.

Most patients with a stroke have nonsignificant lesions
in the carotid arteries. In symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients, respectively, significance is defined as either 50%
or greater narrowing of the internal carotid artery lumen
diameter or a 60% or greater narrowing of the internal
carotid artery lumen diameter.
Both of these findings are associated with a high risk
for a permanent stroke.12,13 Clearly then, the detection or
non-detection of a CAB will have little impact on patient
disposition.

Why not to listen for a CAB: CAB mimics!
The exact location and method of listening for a CAB has
never been established. The classic teaching is to search
for a CAB over the region adjacent and posterior to the upper end of the thyroid cartilage to just below the angle of
the mandible.2
Although the site of examination is well accepted, there
is considerable interobserver variation among clinicians
with regard to the interpretation of the key auditory characteristics of CABs for predicting stenosis.3 Moreover, CABs
may be heard in healthy patients; for example, a CAB may
be detected in 20% of healthy children under 15 years old.
Although this number is lower, the 4% detection rate in the
adult population is an important factor to consider.4
Further, up to 75% of arteries with asymptomatic bruits
do not have significant compromise in blood flow.5
Bruits that do not originate in the carotid artery, although
usually different in character, can also mimic CABs. It is
well appreciated that certain cardiac valve pathologies are associated with transmission of murmurs to the neck. Venous
hums from internal jugular vein flow can also mimic a CAB.3
Other disease states can also cause a bruit over the
carotid artery. An increase in regional vascular flow, such
as that found in thyrotoxicosis, arterio-venous fistulas
(even those occurring in nonadjacent regions, i.e., forearm
arterio-venous fistulas in hemodyalisis patients) and anemia, can all produce similar findings.6,7

Will the presence of a CAB change further
investigation and disposition?
Irrespective of the detection of a CAB in the physical exam
of a patient being investigated for possible CVE, most authorities would still recommend imaging studies.1 Although the accepted gold standard for evaluation of carotid
artery stenosis is catheter angiography, people being investigated for a possible CVE can be and often are evaluated
further by noninvasive study of the carotid arteries. A 1995
meta-analysis of 70 studies comparing the accuracy of
noninvasive diagnostic tests to carotid angiography concluded that carotid duplex and carotid doppler were
equally effective, with a 70% or greater probability of diagnosing carotid stenosis.14

Why not to listen for a CAB: its lack of significance
The obvious question that remains is does a detectable
CAB indicate the presence of a significant lesion and does
the absence of a CAB preclude the presence of a significant lesion?
The answer that the literature provides is very clear. Hemodynamically significant stenotic lesions may exist in the
absence of an audible bruit.8–10 Using 70%–99% stenosis
on a carotid angiogram as a gold standard threshold, a
CAB assessment has a sensitivity of 63%–76% and specificity of 61%–76% for clinically significant stenosis.11
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Conclusions
An evaluation for the presence of CAB is taught in medical schools and on the wards as an obligatory part of the
physical exam for a patient presenting with a possible
CVE. Given its lack of specificity and sensitivity as well as
its lack of utility in the investigation and management
strategy of such a patient, the routine practice of listening
for a CAB should be abandoned.
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